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A faculty survey was completed in October
o The faculty survey indicated that faculty need more technology
for the spring, they are spending most of their time on teaching
and less time on research, and they feel the 40/40/20 for their
merit review is unfair for their 2020 merit evals
Online initiative‐
o The system committees have been largely disbanded and a new
set of consultants have been hired by the President’s office. The
information from the previous set of consultants and year of work
has been largely set aside with a focus now on campus
committees.
o Dave Anderson is now chairing a faculty assembly committee
(which will include Maja Krakowiak and Janice Thorpe) which will
include representatives of all colleges who want to participate on
system wide online courses from UCCS. This committee will also
consider how to strengthen our current online degree offerings
and build new ones. Dean Markel (College of Business) is
leadership on the committee to coordinate between Denver’s
Office of Digital Experience and our campus.
Research committee‐The idea of having a faculty assembly research
committee is being worked on by Glen Whitehead to complement the
current Vice Chancellor of Research’s committees. The next step is to
write bylaws which will then be reviewed by the faculty assembly
executive committee, and then to faculty assembly for a full vote.
Regent Ganahl’s initiative to return tuition funds to all CU
students:https://www.toomuchtuitioncu.com/homeMuch of the idea
here is that CU that if education is not in‐person, it’s so poor that it’s not
worth the tuition money. The faculty council and staff council plan to
submit a letter to the Regent’s opposing this return of $2,000 to each
student. Along with all of the other Faculty Assembly Chairs, I plan to
speak against this at the Regent’s meeting.

New Resolutions coming from Faculty Assembly for November:
1)Resolution related to adding waitlisted students to Canvas:
Be it resolvedthat students who are on the wait‐list for a course will be
granted access to the Canvas course shell beginning as much as one week
before the course begins.
2) Resolution re: flexibility in distribution of load for Merit Evaluations for
calendar year 2020
WHEREAS the unprecedented pandemic has impacted all of higher education
in profound ways, and
WHEREAS faculty at UCCS, as elsewhere, have undertaken extraordinary
measures to allow students to complete the spring 2020 semester remotely
and to allow UCCS to reopen for fall 2020 under COVID precautions that have
further complicated instruction and will continue to do so through at least
May 2021, and
WHEREAS changes in modality of instruction have required enormous effort
on the part of faculty, including preparation of classes in entirely different
ways through summer 2020, and
WHEREAS faculty have become the first line of student support to an even
greater extent than usual at a time when student anxiety and needs have
skyrocketed, and
WHEREAS faculty with younger children have had to spend much greater
time and effort caring for children and supporting them educationally and
other faculty have needed to spend more time as caregivers in a variety of
circumstances, and
WHEREAS the closure of laboratories, restricted access to campus and
restrictions on travel and activities in the community and beyond have
impacted the research activities of many faculty, and
WHEREAS the increase in effort required for teaching under extraordinary
circumstances and the domestic impact of the pandemic have gravely
impacted the ability of faculty to progress on their research agendas, and
WHEREAS faculty (and staff) have faced enormous stress and anxiety on
many levels resulting at least in part from a dramatic increase in their

workloads at a time when routines and resources have been deeply disrupted,
and
WHEREAS nearly all faculty have made what must certainly be greater
contributions than ever before to the welfare of UCCS and its students during
2020 and will continue to do so during 2021, and
WHEREAS annual merit review is not currently structured to take these
entirely unanticipated circumstances into account, making it likely that the
outcomes of these reviews will in some cases be deeply inequitable, the
prospect of which is resulting in even greater anxiety on the part of the very
faculty most impacted by those circumstances,
BE IT RESOLVED that faculty be allowed to adjust their workload percentages
for 2020 at any time prior to the start of the evaluation process and that they
also be allowed leeway in setting their workload percentages prospectively
for 2021.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that expectations for research be adjusted to
reflect the faculty member’s assignment of workload to research, so that the
amount of production required for a given score is proportional to the
workload percentage for research, and that they be allowed to submit a
questionnaire indicating changes in their opportunity to perform research,
which will also be a positive consideration in assigning a rating for research.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that all faculty be allowed to submit a
questionnaire about the impact of the pandemic and its surrounding
disruptions on their teaching and the effort needed to maintain
student learning, and that scores for teaching under annual merit review be
adjusted upward in proportion to the severity of that impact.
QUESTIONNAIRE
1.

The impact of the pandemic on my teaching practice has been:

__ Minimal __ Moderate __ Substantial __ Very substantial
2.

The impact of the pandemic on the amount of time my teaching has
required has been:

__ Minimal __ Moderate __ Substantial __ Very substantial

3.

The impact of the pandemic on my opportunity to produce research,
scholarship or creative works has been:

__ Minimal __ Moderate __ Substantial __ Very substantial
3) Resolution re: use of FCQs for 2020 Merit Evaluations
WHEREAS President Kennedy, as an emergency measure, has authorized
campuses to suspend the requirement to use FCQs in merit evaluations
for this year,
BE IT RESOLVED that FCQs administered during calendar year 2020 shall not
be used in 2020 annual merit review evaluations.

Best, David J. Weiss, Faculty Assembly President

